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A famous result obtained in the mid-seventies by David Lewis shows that a straightforward

interpretation of probabilities of conditionals as conditional probabilities runs into serious trouble.

In this paper we try to circumvent this trouble by defining extensions of probability functions,

called conditional probability functions. We further defend the position that rational partial beliefs

(about conditionals) are better represented by sets of (conditional) probability functions satisfying

certain constraints than by a single (conditional) probability function. From this position it is

possible to distinguish several notions of belief updating, which results in questioning the

intimate relation some authors have claimed to exist between the Ramsey test for conditionals and

belief revision.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we adhere to some version of the slogan (*) probabilities of conditionals

are conditional probabilities. (*) has been proposed by several authorsand has played

an important role in attempts to `give a probabilistic semantics for conditionals.
However, as shown by the following famous triviality result of Lewis (1976), a
straightforward probabilistic interpretation of conditionals by means of (*) runs into

serious trouble:

Let L be an interpreted formal language containing the connectives -;AV,

DEFINITION 1 1 o

(i) (p E L is called necessary iff_cp is true at every possible ;world,

(ii) cp and yr E L are incompatible iff there is no world at which they are both true.
;

(iii) (p and W e L -are equivalent iff they are true at exactly the same worlds.

(iv) P : L - [0,1] is -a probability, fuction on Liff for all. (p,yt E L:

1. if cp and W are equivalent, then P((p) = P(V).

2. if cp is necessary, then P((p) = 1.

3. if cp and W are incompatible, then P(pp,,v W) = P((p) + P(W)..

(v) Suppose P is a probability function on L. For all (p,W e L: if P((p) > 0, then

P(W 1 (P) =de l

DEFINITION 1.2 Let C be a.class.otprobability functions on L.
(i) , C is called closed under conditionalizing iff IP E C b'(p E L if P(q) > 0, then

Pc E C, where Pip is the probability function defined by `dcp E L PA(W) = P(W 1(p).

(ii) - is calledxa probability conditional for C iff VP E L `dcp,W E L if P((p) > 0,

then P(cp --* W) = P(W I (p).

PROPOSITION-1.1. Suppose ° -> is a- probability 'conditional for 4}a -class, C of

probability functions on L which is closed under conditionalizing. Then

(i) there do not exist three pairwise incompatible sentences (P,W,X E, L and a P E C

such that P((p) > 0, P(W) > 6 and P(x).> 0.

(ii) ever
y'-P

E C is at most four-valued.

Adams (1975) concludes from the above that truth-functional compounds, of
conditionals "and- iterated conditionals cannot be given probabilistic interpretations by

means of (*). This of course seriously limits the range of applicability of the
probabilistic.. analysis of.conditignals In this paper:wee,employ a,kind of probability

functions, defined in section 3 and called ;conditional probability functions,, which -do-

Nf)
P((P)

P
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enable us to handle iterated conditionals. In addition, counterfactuals °are treated on a

par with indicative conditionals.

Although our approach shows some similarities to earlier work by for example

Appiah and Harper, it differs in a number of essential ways. An important distinctive

feature of our approach is that we believe that rational partial beliefs are best described

by a set of (conditional) probability measures satisfying some constraints and not by, a

single (conditional) probability measure. This view, which is explained and defended in

section 2, makes it possible to distinguish between several notions of updating, which

results in questioning the intimate relation some authors haveclaimed-to, exist between

the Ramsey test for conditionals and belief revision. This issue is treated in section 4,

together with other applications of our generalization of probability. We close by some

remarks concerning further extensions of the approach; for example to truth-functional

compounds of`conditionals-.

For the'reader s convenience, ve'have includedan appendix containing Lewis

proof of proposition 1.1 and the proofs of the propositions of section I--

2. Generalized' pr'bility functions

The traditional (Kolmogorov) set-up for probability consists of a probability space
(Q,E,P), where S2 is a sample space (also known as space

of a a-field (also known as o'-algebra) of subsets of 0 (i.e. S2

E E, VA E E Ac E E`and if S is a`countable set of elements°of E, then U(A f'A'E S)

E E) and P is a probability measure E:4 [0,1] (i.e P is a function E -* [0,1 ] such

that P(S2) = 1 and for every countable set f pairwise disjoint elements of E P(U(A I

AE S))=Yl(P(A)IAE S}).
For simplicity, we will concentrate on probability spaces with a finite sample

space and, with the powerset of their sample space as a-field. Throughout this paper:8

will denote some. finite sample space.

DEFINITION 2.1 A probability function P on O is a probability measure 2e -4
[0,1], i.e. P is a function 2e - [0,1] such that P(8) 1 and b'A,Bce (Ar)B = 0
P(AuB) = P(A) + P(B)).

As the following example illustrates, in some situations the available evidence does not

completely determine a unique probability function:

EXAMPLE 2;1 A ball is drawn from urn I` or from- urn `l$. Each ball in urn `I is

either red or green and the- balls iri urn# either blue or yet ow. The sample space is

= =>
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{red,green,blue,yellow }.. All,that,-is. further known -is-,,that Ahe, choice between urn I and

II is made by tossing a_faircoin.- In our opinion this situation is best described not by a

single probability function, but by the set of probability functions P on tred,green;,

blue,y.ellow } which °satisfy the. constraint that P((r-ed,gr'eeri}) P( (b1ue,yellow }) =

0.5.

The question whether in situations similar to example.2 1 one is allowed to loosen the

formalism of probability theory or one should invoke some principle of uniformity to

arrive at a completely specified probability measure. is highly controversial° and will not

be treated in detail. But since we did take sides on=this issue; some justifying remarks

are in order. Let us therefore take a closer look at the Dutch Book theorem, which is

central to the best known line of. argument= (dating back torRargisey and de Finetti), in

favour of the position that a probability measure is the unique right -representation of

rational partial beliefs:

DEFIIVrrION2.2, A Dutch Book over ,8 against an individual X ,i,s a- bet

concerning the occurrence of Aic:B which would result in a sure-loss for X.

Let us assume that the acceptance of a bet is independent of the (positive) stake and that

if an individual is both -willing ,,to accept bet bI: and willing to accept bet b2, then he. is

willing to accept the combined bet consisting of both, bl and- b2.

PROPOSITION 2.1 If one takes an individual X's degree of belief in AcO to be the

number dX(A) is against A
at it to

against a b

a

A is that in situations with insufficient evidence

an individual may not be able to give odds such that he is both willing to bet on A at

those odds as willing to bet against A at the reverse odds. In the situation of example 1

it seems perfectly rational to be willing to bet againstw, (:red} only at odds as ..least as

favourable as 1 : 1, without being willing to bet on (red) at odds 1 : 1. For all one

knows, all balls iri> urn 1 may be red,: but:it=rtiight-also:; be the case ;that urn I only

contains green balls.

DEFINITION.2.3, Let X bean individual.

(i) IdX(A), X's lower degree of belief inA,, is the number d such that d 1-d are

X's lower odds on A (i.e.the least favourable odds at which X is willing to bet on A).

3,

P({ =

:

=
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(ii) -udx(A), Xs- upper degree of belief ins A; is the number d such that. d-;* T=d are

X's- upper odds on A (i:e. 1-d:: d are theleast favourable odds at which X is willing to

bet-against A).`

(iii),, X is =said- to satisfy .the negative .condition, of coherence (C-) on 8 iff it is not

possible to construct a Dutch Book over 8 against X.

(iv) X is said to satisfy the positive condition of coherence (C+) on 0 iff X accepts

every bet concerning Ai t 8which would" result in a sure gain for X.-

PROPosmON 2.2 . .Assume that an. individual X accepts a-bet on the sure event.0.

X satisfies C- and C+ .on 8 iff there exists a set R of probability functions: on 8 such

that VA 8 (ldx(Aj= -_ inf.(P(A) I P - IP<) & udx(A`)) sup{P(A) I IP E fl). (For a

proof; -see Williams: (1976):- The, assumption is only necessary-to` prove that- b'A(O

(ldx(A) = inf{P(A) I°:P E FIF_} &.udx(A) =sup{P(A) F.P E F}) X satisfies. C± on 0..)

The above generalized Dutch Book theorem suggests to represent rational partial beliefs

by means of sets-'of probability functions On our.view, such sets should consist of all

probability functions satisfying certain constrain- ts'whicharc inferred from the `available

evidence.

DEFINITION 2.4 Let S : be: a set of -constraints on< a probability function on=°O..

Then the generalized probability function. PS on 9 induced by S is the function 2e

210,11 defined by PS(A) _ {P(A) I P is a probability function on O satisfying S).

Generalized probability functions are of coursercloselyrelated to the generalizations- of

probability,functions which `have been considered by authors as -Smith Good, Suppes-,

Shafer, Kyburg.Ctardenfors, etc. E g.-if.PS' is a generalized probability function on%O,

;O S*(A) = inf(PS(A)) (S*(A)= sup(PS(A))), is a lowerthen S* (S*), defined by VAc

(upper) probability measure. Notice, however, that essentially different sets of
constraints may thus give rise to the same lower and upper probability measures.

wditionaf p?®C I ui6V` nMions

DEFINITION 3.1 For- nz1; :BTn(8), the set of binary trees" of depth n on ®, and

BT(8), the set of binary trees on e, are defined as follows:

(i) BTp(0) = 0.
(ii) Vn>1 BTn(O) is the smallest set satisfying (1) BTn_t`(O)cBTn(O), and (2) if

c 3 E BT'n 1(0), then E BTn(0);

(ui)° ` BT(8) is 'the smallest°set satisfying (1) OcBT(O and (2) if "ct, E BT(O),

then <a,p> BT(0).

4°

=

=>
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Notice that elements of 7BT(O) may be viewed as binary, trees with endnodes labelled by

subsets of O and that BT(O) U[ BTi(O) I i Instead of .<a, R> we will use the

more suggestive notation (x --4 P.
47

DEFINITION 3.2 For n_>0, CPn(O), the set of n-conditional probability functions

of depth, <n- em and CP(O), the set =of conditional probability functions on e, are

defined as follows:
(i) P E >CP0(8) ifffP Is a probability function -on'

(ii) P E CP1(O) iff>Pni a function BT1(8) '=a [0,I] such that

(1.-.0) 're E- 'CPO(e):

(1:1) `v'A ,. P(8 )
_,P(A)

- (1.2). VA,Bc8 P(l( - A} =,P(B - ping) _ °,:, t,:,

(13)
(1.4y VAc8VB CCA- [BrnC =;o * A P(A -a-BvC) P(A=-= B)`+'P(°A =a'C)]

(1.5) bA,B,C O C[ACBcC v :: P(C - A) =--P(-B)P(B -A)].
(iii) For n>1, P E CPn(O) iff P is a function BTn(O) -4 [0,1] such-that

(n:0); -PrBTn-1(O) E CPa-t(0)

(n 1) 'b' (x A- e BTn-1(O) `[P(a) = 1' P(a ) = P(R)]
...

.

BT :1(O) P(`a - R)P(a) _< P([3)

(n:3) da,(3 y,S E. BTn 1(O)?[(VP'r ,.CPn 1{O) P'(a) = P`(R) P'(1')'= P'(S))
rP(a: y) P((3 S)]

(n.4) Va',[ E, BTn.1(O) ..[(VP' ',--CPn(O)`uP'(a) = 0) >P( = f3)_=.1.]

(iv) P E CP(O) iff Vn?1 PrBTn(O) E CPn(O).

PROPOSITION _ 3.1 `_ Let "P E- CP(f)(O).

(i) t/AcO [P(A -* Ac) = 1 a A '='O]'.
(ii) Let 0 #'A- C O: Define PA : 2' = °[0,1] by P, (B) P(A - BJ:Then PA is a
probability function on 8 and P(B)P(A)_ P(Af-O) ° " .

In some sense, the conditional probability, functions binary ;probability

functions which were introduced in Popper, (1959)$ to- allow conditioning, on

propositions with zero probability and which have become known in the literature as

Popper-functions:

PROPOSITION 3.2

(i) Let P E and let p °'2ex2e [0,1] b given by p(A,B) = P(B -* A).
Then p is a Popper probability fu'nction' on the algebra

5,.

= >_ 1).

on

8.

-4 =

(1.2)

=* =

=* -4
(n.2) Va,p E

& =>

E =* (3) =

=

=
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(ii) Let p : 2e<2e [0,1] be a Popper probability function on (2e,r),c) such that

p(Ae,A) = 1 iff A and lerP '`I{I() a [0,1] be defined by P(B''- A) = p(A,B),

and P(A) = p(A;®). Then P" ; CP1(e)

PROPOSITION 3.3 Vn?0 VP E CPn.(8) 3P' E CP(8) such that P'rBTn(O) = P.

(n. 1) - (n.4) constitute a rather weak set of -conditions on the values of conditional
probability functions on elements of BT(8)\BT1(8). We do not exclude the possibility

that some stronger conditions may be reasonable for some (or even all) 7interpretations

of conditional statements. ]For, example; an intuitively appealing strengthening of the

notion of conditional probability function is obtained by adding the condition- (n.5)
Va,(3 E BTn-1(8) [(3P' E CPn-1(8) P'(a) * 0) (3) =

P'(3)] to (n. 1) - (n.4). The given definition, of conditional probability functions may

perhaps best be interpreted as a first proposal for the minimal extension :of probability

functions to as domain including conditionals. The resulting, admittedly °weak,,.notion <of

conditional probability function is - already strong enough to ,show the desired behaviour

in some simple; cases. (See section 4.),

Even more so than in the case of absolute probability, it seems: too demanding

to insist that rational partial beliefs ,about -conditionals should be represented: by a

completely specified conditional probability function. Hence it will be no-surprise that

we:-again choose to consider sets oftconditicfnal probability functions satisfying certain

constraints. In order to get some grip on the resulting -generalized conditional
probability functions, we will assume these constrain ts;ty be of a. particular foim.=

DEFINITION 3.3 Let P E. CP(8).

(i) CC(8), the set of conditional constraints on 9 is the .set of expressions of the

form a --- >x (i, where x e [0,1] and a,(3 E T(8) ._.<, ..

(i) CCn(©), the set-of n conditional , ol:straints:.on 9 is the set of expressions of

the form a -ax (3, where x E [0,1 ]r and a(3 E >3'I_ 1(®)

(iii) P is said to satisfy a -4x (3 (notation: P E a --x (3) iff P(a - (3) = x and P is

said to satisfy aset S °CC(8) notation P E S) iff for all c,e S P E c.
(iv) S (P) =def {a =fix P,1 P.(a

PROPOSITION 3.4 Let S c CCn(8). 3P E CP(8) P E S iff 3P r= CPn( Y_E 5.

DEFINITION 3.4 Let S,S' c
(i) S is called consistent (notation: CON.(S)) :iff 3P= CP($) P E S.,,

(ii) S is said to imply S' (notation. NS

(iii) Th(S) =def {c i Si(c) ).

iff vVP_E, -- _(O) [ P E S P E S'

--
= 0 :

E

=> 3P'E

;
-4 R) = x).

=*
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DEFINITION 3.5 Let S c CC(O). PS, the generalized conditional. probability
function on 9 induced by S is the function BT(8) --> 2[0,11 defined by PS((X) = {P(x) I

P E CP(O) & P e S}. We, write PS(a) xfor PS(a) = {x}.

PROPOSMON 15 Let P e CP(8) and S -_ CC(4). Then
PS.=.P

iff Th(S)-= S,(P)s

The definition of, SIS' below is a first attempt to capture in terms of (conditional)
constraints the idea behind conditioning, which is to retain exactly those consequences

of the old evidence which do not interfere with the events. conditioned on. We propose

the-notion-of orthogonality (see definition below) as precise _counterpart of this intuitive

notion of non-interference... -_

DEFINITION 3.6 Let SS ' }c `CC(®).

R E S}.
: .

(1) ANT(S) =def {a I x E [0,1] (3 E I (O) Ot --)X
(..)

( ) =def I[ L(O) OC -4Xu CONS S 1 3z E 0,T] pct

(i i) 'a -.X # Y iff for all S and S' (ANT(S) a } & ANT(S') _ "(y} &

CON(S) & CON(S)CON(SuS'))
(iv) a y --*y 8 iff for all S and S' (ANT(S) o t) & CONS (S') _ { S } &

CON(S) &`CON(S') -CON(SuS')).
f r

(v) c and c' E CC(®) are`ealled,orthogonal`(notation ,ci.c'j iff c#c', c<c' or'c'<c.
(vi) S and S' are called orthogonal (notation: S be E S b`c.' E ,S' c. e',

(vii) SIS' def,S'u-{c E Th(S) ( Sv' . (c} }

An` encouraging fact is that this notion of conditioning on a set of constraints behaves
neatly in some simple cases: Firstly, the probability of A - B is the probability of B

after conditioning on `the constraintO --

PROPOSITION 3.6

b'A,BcO\{0} VScCC(O) [CON(S)

A:

¢PS(A =* B) Si{em-), q}'(B)]. "

Secondly, both Bayes' and Jeffrey's rules of conditioning are sgeciai='cases

PROPOSITION 3 ,7 (B.ayes conditioning)

Let SPCC (®), A ®, PS( ) .= x and Ps(A) y> 0 Then PSI{e-., Ay(B)

PROPOSITION 3.8 (Jeffrey conditioning)

Let SPCC(©), A,Be , P _(AnB)_ 3x,,PS(Ac ='=x', PS- A)" = y id 0 c z

Then for all z E [0,1] P 1 zX 1d_z . x'

=

=

E E S}.

P S _

P

=*

=*

= = Y

= y < 1.

A}(B) =
y (1-YY
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4. App1i ions.an l_entensions h.

A belief state represented by a set of (conditional) constraints S may be updated in at

least three essentially different ways. One can simply add/delete some constraints

to/from S, which results in a more/less specific conditional probability function. One

can condition S on some constraints ci, which is done by replacing some constraints of

S by° ci, thereby retaining as`"many; of .he° (consequences of the) old constraints as

possible: (All the evidence that underlies the °constraints` of S r'emains`valid and is

together with ° some new evidence, taken into account in deriving the conditioning

constraints ci.) Thirdly, one can "revise S by°witirdrawang some of the evidence E

underlying S and hence all constraints which depend essentially on E.

Our description of conditioning and ,revising- suggests that there might be a

better representation of a belief states, than sets of constraints, namely one which
explicitly mentions the evidence underlying the constraints. A general reaction to this is

that for the study of belief updating several levels of .,abstraction and the relation
between them may be of interest. (Cf. Gardenfors (1988) and L ndstr6m-& Rabinowicz

(1989).)

Examples 4.1 and 4.2 illustrate the difference between adding and conditioning

and the difference between conditioning and revising, respectively

EXAMPLE 4.1 Suppose a° ball is drawn randomly from Tan urn containing red, green,

blue and yellow balls. (8 = {r,g,b,y }.) Let it be be given that the -probability"that the

bal is either red or green is equal to the probability, that the ball is either blue or yellow.

Then the situation. is represented by PS-, where S {r,g } 8, -)0,5 (b,y) 1.

Adding to S the constraint 8 --->x Jr) results in S v_{8,*x {r} J, which is inconsistent

if x > 0.5. Conditioning S on {8 -4,, (r} }gives SI(8 -+x (r) } = (p -4x (r)).

EXAMPLE 4.2 (After Stalnaker (1984, p,. 105).)

Suppose X believes' that (1) Germany did not win the war and (2) if Hitler had decided

to invade England in 1940, Germany would have won the. war. Now suppose that X

discovers that (3) Hitler did in fact decide to invade England in 1940 (although he never

carried out his plan). Then X will rather revise'his beliefs by giving up 'his-belief- n the

conditional' (2) than`condition his -beliefs on tle new evidence (3') which would r'esult

in the belief that Germany won the war.

We believe that the.-R atnsey,test for conditionals is essentially: correct. However, we do-

not conclude that if one believes_a,conditionnl and comes to.believe its antecedent, one

should believe its consequent. In our opinion, this conclusion is only justified if
coming to believe the antecedent of the conditional is done by conditioning on the

antecedent. The reason for this is that if one hypothetically adds the antecedent A of a

= (© X0,5
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conditional to ..one's stock of. belief which is required by. Ramsey's test -, then
conditioning on-A seems appropriate, while updating ones belief state with A is often

not done by conditioning on A _,(See example 4.2.) .;,

In general, finding a contradiction between the new evidence and (some
consequences of) the old evidence seems to be a good reason for revising one's belief

rather` that conditioning of the `new evidence. In a sa all way, his observation
contributes to the solution of the -interesting and-rather culi -problem of
characterizing the type of situation in which the different kinds of updating- are
appropriate. The extended Dutch Book theorems of Teller (1976) and Shafer-('-1983)'are

more- interesting contributions tos-the soflution `°liis problem. In our opinion, the

results point to the conclusion that conditioning is only `appropriate under'very special

circumstances.

In Appiah (1984) is argued that conditioning on-a- conditional A-4 B is
equivalent to'conditioning on the material implication AcuB Ex}ampfe 4:3 shows that

this turns out not to be the case for the notion of °conditionng'on sets of constraints and

we consider this to be a positive feature of our approach

EXAMPLE 4.3 Let 8 = {a,b,c) and S = {8 -+0.25 ( a),,8 - 0.2.5 (.b} (c)).
PSI((a,b) -1 (b))({a)) = 0 and PSI( (a,b) --->1 (b)}({b)):= PS1((a,b) - (h)}({c}:) = 0.5.

Hence conditioning on { a,b } --> 1 { b } does not affect the probability.- assigned to { a,b) c

_ (c). However, conditioning on 8 -41 (a,b) cu (b } a (i.e _on 0 -4=t { b,c }) does affect

the probability assigned to .{:c) : PS 1.( ....1- (b,c }) ({ a ))a=-0, PSI (@.- 1. [.b,c)) ({ b }) 1/3-_

and PS1(®. 1 (b,c)1((C)) = 2/3 ,.. ;.

Without much difficulty, one could generalize the notion of conditional constraint by

also allowing these constraints to be of the form a m X 3, a` -- i or a P (with

the obvious interpretation). It then becomes possible,. to represent indeterminate
information.

EXAMPLE -Fraassen'(1976), based"on`rerna ks by R.Thomason.)

Let W: the glass is thrown against the wall, glass breaks F: the glass is dropped

on the floor, and R: the floor is covered with foam rubber. Suppose it is given that the

probability that the glass will break when thrown against, the wall is at least 0.9 and that

the probabilitythat if the glass would break if thrown against the wall,, then it will break

if dropped on the floor is at least 0.8.. Let 8 = { f I f { W,B,F,R ) -) { 0,1) } , `dX E

(W,B,F,R } X _ [f e ®I °f(X) !'),'and S W>0 B) -a>0 g (F'

- B')). Then the situation may be. represented by the generalized conditional
probability function PS on O. If the glass is dropped on the floor, then the probability
that the glass will break is at least 0.72: Pgi{8 F)(B') = [0.72,1]. However, in case

-

of

=

:

= = B', (W' --->
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one obtains the=-iriformation`that` the floor: is covered with foam (rubber;' then,no- such

conclusion follows P(SI{6= F))I{9`-I,)(E'') = [0;i]: Moreover, exactly the same

remarks would apply if R had stand for something completely irrelevant,' like the floor

is red".

The above illustrated extreme nonmonotonicity of probabilistic. inference strongly

indicates that any realistic.;form, of; probabilistic inference will require an ,efficient

representation of (in)dependency information. (See,e.&.., Pearl (1988): for recent

.field.)develop nerve in this

It, is possible to. capture soave Math faanctional;conapounds -of conditionals by

developing a hybrid semantics (with truth-functipnal as welt as probabilistic elements)

along the following lines:

Let S c CC(O), let L(0) be the languange. built up ,from- a set PL of proposition

letters and the connectives n,v, ,and {-,, with. the restriction that - does, not occur .in

the scope of the other connective and let I be an, interpretation. function. PL --a 28. I

determines a function VI : L(8) - 28 as follows:.,

VI(y) = I((p), if cp e PL

VI(PP^V) VI((P)nVI(V)-

VI(cPW) = VI OUVI( O

VI(-'cp) = VI(cp)e
._.

VI(cp --a) = <VI((P),VI(W)?

Let 11 (O.)-be the language given by (1) (p,E
L(8)-

° ip e L(e)
(2) cp,Vr E L(8) "=:>, cpANDW; NOTcp1E -L(O).

Define a valuation function VS ,I : L(O) - { 0,1) as follows:

Vs,i(c9) 1 PS(V((P)) = 1, if cp E
L(®), ;

VS,I(PPANDV) = 1 "VS,I(cp) = VS,I(yr) = 1

VS
(NOTP). _ I _

VS,(cP) = Q.

The dependence on the sample space 8 may be eliminated by defining the notion of a

conditional-probability function on a`languange built up from PL,n,v,-n,-4. " -n" and

"NOT" .have-essentially distinct meanings:

EXAMPLE 4.5 -(After'Veltman (1985))

Let three balls - one red, one blue, and one yellow - be distributed among two urns I
}and II such that there is at least one ball in each urn. Let O { f I f r,b,y } - { 0,1) 1

where r (b,y) stands for the red-(blue, yellow) ball is in. urn I" and let Vx E {r,b,y)
I(x) =-'{f E 81 f(x) = 1) Then one may be tempted to represent the situationgby P(e -.)I

I(r)uI(b).I(y) 8 -*o I(r)r I(b)r I(y)) However, if PS is to represent the situation adequately,

then S' should also contain constraints like I(r)c --I I(b)VI(y), I(r)C -4I (I(b)c I(y)),

,

10l'

=

L(O) =*

= p L(O)

a
b

= : 1

-+



--4 ietc: In (-,b y) 1 ''And since PS(I(b)c I(y)) . [0,1] 1,, we

have°VS (NOT(-,'b =* y)). We also have VS,i(NOTr); but we do not r):

Propositions nd proo

PROPOSITION 1.1 Suppose -4 is a probability conditional for a class C of
probability functions on L which is closed under condmonalizing. Then

(i) there do not exist three pairwise
incompatible

sentences cp,of,x E LL and a P E C

such that P((p) > 0, P(q) > 0 and P(x) > 0.

(ii) every P E C, i's at most four-valued.

Proof. (After Lewis (1976).)
(i) Let tp,yr,x E L be pairwise incompatible such that P((p), P(v)'. and P(X) are positive

On the one hand,
P(fn)v^ (t ))P('P P V = > P((p), since P(4p v V)' < P--,x) < 1.P(cp I cp v IV) =

P((PvV) P((PvV)
On the other hand,
P((p l (p v 1V) = P(((p v yr) -4 (p)

= P((P)Pcp(((p V V) -4 q) + V V) - tP)
= P(Y)P(P((P 19 v V) + P(79)P,cp(gP 1.QP VV)

= P(Q). Contradiction.

(ii) Assume that P(q), P(yr), and P(x) are distinct, positive and smaller than 1. Then`
r: 9

P((p) + P(yr) `P((p) ± P(x), hence either P(ip) + P(yr) : 1 or P((p) + P(x) # 1.
14

If P(*) # 1, then P(-,(p A -,V) = 1 l(cp)'- P(TV) + P((p A V) # P((p A V)

Further, it follows from the ' assumptions that P(cp A P('"iT A tV) and thatP((p A

Ayr) +yr) + P((p A ,V), P(q ^ yr) + P(-4p A v), P(-i(P A V) + P(-ntp A Ayr and P((p A

P(-,`(p A =, V) are all positive. 'Hence at least three of P(T A NV), P((p A --, ), P(-,(p A V)-T

and P(-,(p A -,yr) are positive. But this is shown to be impossible by (1). Similarly,

P((p) + P(z) * 1 - is' impossible. Contradiction.

PROPOSITION 3.1`1 Let P -E. CP(1)(e):-

(i) VAC® [P(A --* Ac) = 1 r-* A = 0].
(n)Let 0 # A S 8. Define PA : 2 -4 [0,1] by PA(B) Then PA is a

probability function oa 8 andPA(B)P(A)`= P(AnB)

Proof. (i) P(0-=4 0)`-(i.2) P( _ =(1.3) 11'

Suppose A# 0. ' en:P(A - `A) =(i 4) P(A "A) + P(A:-3 0) =(1.2) P(A A)

+ P(A -4 Ac). Hence P(A --* Ac) = 0.

(ii) PA(O) = (A-74 P(A` -* A) =(1°.3) 1 Let BnC :_ 0. Then PA(BvC)

P(A -* BVC) =(1.2) P(A -* ((BnA)u(CnA)) =(1.4) P(A -* Br)A)s+ P(A -a CrA)

11-

-+ = =
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P(A -4 B) + P(A C ) =--PA(B)w+ P,(C).. Hence PA is a probability function on

O. Further, PA(B)P(A) (1 1) lPfA - )P(8 -- A) ==(.i._3>,P(A - AnB)P(O -4 ! )
=(1.5) P(E) -4 AnB) = P(AnB). ;

PRoposmoN 3.2
(i) Let P E CP(1)(8) and let p : 26x2® -D [0,1] be defined by p(A,B) P(B`'-*

A). Then p is a Popper probability function on the algebra (28,n,e).

(ii) Let p 28'x2e - [0,1] be a "Popper probability function on (2®,n,c) such that

p(Ac,A), = 1 iff A 0 and let P BT1(@) -* [0,1] beidefined by' P(B - A) = PB),.
and P(A) A 8 Then P E CP 8
Proof. We use the definition of Popper probability functions of (Harper,1976):

p : 26x2e -+ [0,1] is a Popper probability function on (28,r),c) iff VA,B,Cg.®:

(p l) ,p_(B,A) % p(A,A) = .1

(p2) P(A,B) = 1 = P(B,A) = P(C,A) = P(C,B)
(p3)

(p4)

p(C,A) * 1 p(Bc,A) = 1 - p(B,A)
. p(AnB,C) P(A,C)P(B,A C)

(p5) P(Ar S,C) _< P(B,C)
(p6) 3A,B,C,DC8 p(A,B) * p(C,D).
(i) Let P E CP(1)(8). Define p(A,B) =.P(B - A).

(Pl): p(BA) = P(A -* B):5 1r p(A,A) P(A -* A) = 1.

(p2): Assume p(A,B) = 1 = p(B,A). Then P(B --) A)` =,1 = P(A -* B). Hence A = 0

iff B = 0. If A= 0 and B = 0, then by prop. 4(i) VC O 1,=P(A -- C)t= P(B --* Q.
Assume A:0 and B 0. Then p(C,A) =(12) P(A -4 AnC). (1.4) P(AA-* A )BnC)
+ P(A -4, AnBcnC) Bj =1) P(A -4 AnBnC),(1.5) P(A'- AnB)P(AnB
- AnBnC) °(P(A - B) = 1) P(AnB -* AnBr)C). Similarly, p(C,B) = P(AnB -
AnBnC).
(p3) Assume p(C,A) 1 f'Then, by prop. 4(i), A *-0. Hence p(BI,A) =(1.2) P(A -4

BcriA) P(A -* B) =h 1 p(B,A).

(p4): p(AnB,C) (1.2) P(C -* Ar1BrC) (1.4) P(C -* AnC)P(ArC -* ArBrC),

=(1.2) P(A,C)P(B,AnC).
(p5): P(ArB,C) =(1.2) P(C -* AnBrC) :5 P(C A
=(1.4) P(C - BnC) = (1.2) p(B,C).

+ P(C -a AcrBraC)

(p6): Since 8 * . , P(o,(-a) * P(8,8)

(ii) Let p be a Popper probability function>,on: (20,n, such. that p(Ac,A) 1 iff A = 0,:

Define P : BT1(8) -* [0,1] by P(B -4 A) =,p(A,B), and P(A) = p(A;O).,

(L:0).:. P(0) = p(O,O) =(1.1) 1. Additivity follows from the -proof of (1:4).

(l.,-1): By the definition of P. _ .
(1.2): P(B --* A(1B) =(p4) p(A,B)p(BAnB) A). (*) 1 =(pl) P(ArB,AnB)

(p5) P(B,AnB)
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(1.3): By (Pl)
(1.;4): Assume BnC = 0 # A. Then p(Ac,A) 1. If (BuC)r A = -0, then BnA
CnA = 0 and p(BuC,A) = p(Q,A) =(p3) 1 - P(®,A) =(pl,p5) 0. Similarly, p(B,A) =

p(C,A) = 0. Assume (BuC)rA # 0.
F< -Then P(B,A) +p(C,A) = P((B )rnB,A) p(BUC)r1C,A)'

=(p4) P(BuC,A)[P(B,(BuC)nA) + P(C,(BuC)nA)] ,

=(1.2) P(BuC,A)[p(AnB,(B(7iA)u(CnA)) + p(AnC,(BnA)u(CnA)] . -w.

=(p4) P(BuC,A)[P(AnB,(BnA)u(CnA)) + p((BnC)c,(BnA)u(CnA))p(AnC,AnC)]

=(pl,p3) p(BuC,A).
(1.5): Assure AcBcC: Then P(C -+ A) = p(ArS,C) =(p4) P(B,C)p(A Br)C) = P(C

B)P(B -+ A).

PROPOSITION 3.3 `dn?0 dP E CPn(©) 3P E CP(O) such that P'fBTn(O) = P.

Proof. Let P E CPn(©). Define for i 0 P(i)
BT

(8) -4 [0,1] as follows:

If i S n, then P(i) = PfBT0).

If 1 i > n, then P(i) is, given by

VAc8 P(i)(A) = P(A)

VA,Bc® P(i)(A - B) = P(AnB)/P(A) if P(A) > 0.
1 ifA=0.
IAnBI/IAI otherwise.

If 1 # i > n,,then,P(i),is given by

P(i)f BTi-1(©) = P(i-1)

b'a,i3 E BTi-1(®) P(i)(a -4 P) P(i-1)(13) if P(i-i)(a)

1- otherwise:

Let P' be the function BT(®), -+ x[0,1] such that 'r?1r P'f BT (O) = P(i).= Then P' E

P'fBTn(®) P.

PROPOSITION ,3.4 Let S S CCn(®). _3P, E CP(®) PE S a 3P E CPn(G) P E. S.

Proof Let P E CPS( that PEE S. By proposition 3.3, 3P' E°

CP(8) such that P f CPn(8),,, P. But then 3P' .E CP(O) ]P

PROPOSITION 3:5 Let P E``P(O)"and S"C(:O). Then PSyT_ P iffTh(S) =S(P)
Proof. 1 (S) c P'.E S t (ps s); P'. = P tea. P' E .S(P): f

PS #P. lien 3P' e S P' # P. Hence 3P' E Th(S) Fe S(P)

PROPOSITION 3.6

VA,Bc®\(-Q} VScCC(O). [CON(S) PS(A -4 B) =Psl((
6 -f-A)(B)1.

Proof. Let A ,. R B. Hence 3P e S P(A -+ B) _

x iff`3'P E SI'{ ®-a1 A) P(A Since ®-+1 A *`0 O -+O Ac and VP E CP(O)

134:,
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P(B) = P(8 -* A)P(A -4 B) + P(8 -* Ac)P(Ac -> B) we have 3P E S P(A.- `=B) = x

iff 3P i_ SI{8 -*1 A) P(B)=-x.r

PROPOSITION 3.7 (Bayes conditioning)

Let ScCC(8), A,Bc8, P (Ar)B) =x and P A > 0. Then P ( x

Proof. Let ScCC(8), A,Bc8, PS(AnB) = _,x and PS(A) _ y > 0. Then VP e
`S [x =

P(At1B) = P(8 -4, AnB) P(A)P(A -=B) yP(A _* B-)].

PROPOSITION 3.8 (Jeffrey conditioning)

Let- Sg;CC(8), A,BC8,.PS(Ar)) PS,(Acr)B)- = x', PS(A),.= y and 0 <, y < 1.

Then for all z E [0,1] PSI(9_ A)(B) = (1 - z) x
y (1-y)

Proof. Let ScCC(8), A,Bc8, PS(AnB) x, PS(AcnB)r x', PS(A) = y and 0<y< l.

Vz,v,w E [0,1] {8,-*2 A) ± {A =-w B, Ac - w B ). Hence, b'z,v,wE [0,1] [3P e S
(P(A-*B)=v&P(Ac->B)) wiff3PE'SI(8 _z_A) (P(A74 B)=v&P(Ac_*
B) = w)]. Thus PSI{8- A)(A -* B) = x/y and PSI(O A)(AC -4 B) ='x%(1-y). Since

VP E CP(8) P(B) = P(8 -> A)P(A -4 B) + P(8 -* Ac)P(Ac -> B)`we have Vi

t[0,1] PSI(8-h A)(B) = z.y + (1 - z) (1)'
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